
Summary 
After her beloved father dies, Yeh-shen is 
mistreated by her mean stepmother and 
stepsister. She helps a talking fish that becomes 
her friend, but her stepmother kills the fish and 
buries its bones. A spirit appears and tells Yeh-
shen where to find the bones and that they will 
grant her wishes. When the king holds a dance, 
the magic bones make Yeh-shen beautiful clothes 
to wear. Running from the dance, Yeh-shen 
leaves her shoe behind. The king searches for the 
woman who will fit the shoe. He finds Yeh-shen 
and they are married. 

Objectives 
Fluency
Students will:
•	 Build	fluency	through	echo-reading,	

choral-reading,	and	repeated	
reading	

•	 Read	smoothly	and	with	minimal	
breaks

•	 Read	commas

cOmprehenSiOn
Students will:
•	 Analyze	character
•	 Compare	and	contrast
•	 Identify	cause	and	effect
•	 Make	inferences
•	 Make	judgments

Genre
Students will:
•	 Identify	and	analyze	features	of	

fairy	tales

VOcabulary and WOrd Study
Students will:
•	 Build	vocabulary:	bickering, devious, 

peasant
•	 Analyze	word	meanings
•	 Play	word	charades

character educatiOn
Students	will	learn	about:
•	 Caring
•	 Fairness

Yeh-shen
teacher’s Guide

Reader’s Theater™for Fluency and comprehension

leVelS   9–28  F–m

Fairy tale 

characters levels
Ting-ting F/9–10
Yeh-shen (yay-SHEN) F/9–10
Wu (WOO) G/11–12
Jun-li (joon-LEE) H/13–14
Chen-ho I/15–16
Jin (JEEN) K/20
Storyteller 1 M/28
Storyteller 2 M/28
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build background
•	Ask	students	to	recall	the	story	of	

“Cinderella” and tell whether they are 
recalling a storybook, play, or movie. 
As a group, retell “Cinderella” and 
discuss any differences in the versions 
they remember. Point out to students 
that all their recollections have some 
of the same features—Cinderella is a 
good person who, with the help of a 
little magic, is able to triumph over 
the evil characters.

•	Tell	students	that	the	Cinderella	story	
exists, in some form, in almost every 
country and culture. See Background 
Information on page 3.

introduce the Script
•	Give	students	copies	of	the	script	

and tell them that they are going to 
read a Cinderella story from China. 
Even though the main character’s 
name is Yeh-shen and not Cinderella, 
students will see that she has a lot in 
common with the Cinderella they are 
familiar with.

•	Tell	students	this	script	is	a	fairy	tale.	
Ask students to name other fairy 
tales they know and to consider what 
features fairy tales have in common. 
Use	the	Learning	About	Genre	
sidebar to help teach characteristics  
of fairy tales. 

•	Read	the	title	and	back	cover	blurb	
with students, and briefly look 
through the illustrations. Ask students 
to predict what might happen in the 
story and how it may be the same 
and/or different from the Cinderella 
story they know.

See page 8 for English-Language Learner 
and Striving Reader Support.

introduce Vocabulary
•	Explain	to	students	that	since	fairy	

tales are very old stories, the words and 
language can be unfamiliar to us today. 
But these unfamiliar words are worth 
knowing because they add to our 
choices of rich and exciting descriptive 
words to use in our own writing.

Day One
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• Begin with “once upon a time” and/or 
end with “they lived happily ever after”

• Has been retold for generations
• Takes place long ago 
• Has clearly defined hero/heroine and 

villain 
• Royalty and/or a castle often present 
• Magic is involved

learning about Genre: 
Fairy tales
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•	 Introduce	the	word	bickering. Ask a 
volunteer to read the definition in 
the glossary and another to read the 
context sentence. Ask students to give 
examples of words we might use to 
mean the same thing (e.g., fighting, 
arguing). Point out that the word 
bickering sounds more interesting than 
these words. 

•	Turn	to	page	3	and	read	the	text	
surrounding the word devious. Discuss 
what the stepmother and stepsister 
are planning and what kind of plan it 
is. Ask students to suggest what their 
facial expressions might be as the two 
discuss their plan. Invite students to 
use the glossary to check the meaning 
of the word devious. 

•	Point	out	to	students	that	bickering is a 
verb, and devious is an adjective because 
it describes the plan. After reading the 
definition and context sentence in the 
glossary, discuss what part of speech the 
word peasant is. Ask students to explain 
why a king is not a peasant.

See page 8 for English-Language Learner 
and Striving Reader Support.

model Fluent reading
Ask students to listen and follow along 
with you as you read the script aloud to 
model fluency and expression.

background information 

Fairy Tales

The oldest fairy tales began as oral tales 
and were retold for generations before they 
were written down, starting around the 
seventeenth century. The literary versions 
of fairy tales grew to be more for children 
than adults and, by the nineteenth century, 
were considered to be a form of children’s 
literature.

Fairy tales are stories that happened a long 
time ago, but the setting is usually an 
undefined time and place. The characters 
are often two-dimensional (or flat), without 
much development. Characters are either 
good or bad, and the good character, 
usually the underdog, triumphs over the evil 
character in the end. Often the lessons to be 
learned from fairy tales are that truth prevails 
over lies, goodness is rewarded, and love 
and kindness are strong powers. Magic and 
fantasy play an important part in fairy tales, 
as well as certain motifs, such as the number 
three (three problems, three sisters, etc.).

Cinderella Stories

Many countries and cultures have a version 
of the Cinderella story, for example, Egypt, 
China, England, Korea, France, Vietnam, 
Russia, and many Native American tribes. 
There are probably a thousand versions of 
the Cinderella story, each with a unique 
telling that carries cultural information 
about the time and place the story was 
told. Yeh-shen is one of the first recorded 
Cinderella stories, written down around 
a.d. 900.

3
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build Fluency: echo-read
•	Read	the	script	aloud,	and	ask	

students to echo-read, or repeat, the 
lines after you. Stop where necessary 
to pronounce the Chinese names 
and other multisyllabic words that 
could cause decoding difficulties for 
students—for example: ridiculous, 
carrying, radiant, and retrieved. 

•	Point	out	the	stage	directions	written	
in parentheses in the script. For 
example, on page 2, Wu speaks some 
of his lines sadly, and Jin speaks her 
lines with an annoyed voice. Explain 
that the stage directions are not read 
aloud, but tell the reader how the 
character feels and what kind of 
expression to use with the lines. 
Explain that the stage directions on 
page 2 make it clear that Wu is sad and 
that Jin feels bothered by Yeh-shen.

•	Call	attention	to	punctuation	marks,	
and model how to read the lines. For 
example, point out the commas in 
Jin’s line on page 2, and model how 
you pause briefly at each comma. 
Review with students the function  
of commas and that they indicate  
pauses. 

build comprehension
Ensure students understand the 
ideas in the story, as well as character 
development, by involving them in 
discussion.

•	What makes this story a fairy tale? 
(analyze features of fairy tales)

•	Name two examples of how this story is 
like the story of  “Cinderella.” (compare 
and contrast)

•	Name two examples of how this story is 
different from “Cinderella.” (compare 
and contrast)

•	How did the stepmother trick the magic 
fish into coming out? What do her 
actions tell you about her character? 
(recall details; analyze character)

•	Why did Yeh-shen’s father disguise 
himself when he appeared to her?  
(make inferences)

•	How do you think Jin and Jun-li felt 
when the king found Yeh-shen? (make 
inferences)

•	How would the story have been different 
if Yeh-shen’s stepmother and stepsister 
were not cruel? (synthesize)

•	How did the magic fish bones change 
Yeh-shen’s life? Would the story still 
have ended happily if Yeh-shen had not 
had the fish bones? (identify cause and 
effect; make judgments)

See page 8 for English-Language Learner 
and Striving Reader Support.

build Vocabulary
Make sure students fully understand 
the glossary terms. The Vocabulary in 
Action suggestions on the inside back 
cover of the script provide further ideas 
for building students’ understanding.

Day Two
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assign roles
•	Use	the	reading	levels	provided	on	the	

front of this guide to help you assign 
roles that support or challenge each 
student appropriately.

•	This	script	has	eight	parts.	If	you	have	
more than eight students, consider 
asking some students to be stage 
hands to bring in props, hold signs  
to indicate scene changes, etc.

•	The	roles	of	the	Storytellers	and	Ting-
ting could be assigned to either boys 
or girls.

Fluency assessment rubric
•	The	Reader’s	Theater	Overview	

contains an assessment rubric you 
can use to quickly assess each student. 
Use the rubric at different times 
during the lesson to assess different 
skills. For example, you may want 
to select students to assess their 
understanding of characterization 
during the comprehension discussion. 
Alternatively, you may wish to use their 
performance to assess how appropriately 
they develop their characters.

•	Discuss	the	assessment	rubric	with	
students so that they know what you 
expect of them.

character tips for Voice and expression

Storyteller 1 neutral voice of an announcer, clear, strong

Wu kind, sad, spiritual

Jin arrogant, cruel, annoyed, harsh, sly, devious

Jun-li cruel, devious, jealous

Yeh-shen kind, meek, sad, caring, giving, friendly

Storyteller 2 neutral voice of an announcer, clear, strong

Ting-ting appreciative, magical, giving

Chen-ho lonely, regal, smart
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build Fluency Skills: 
read Smoothly and with 
minimal breaks
•	model: Tell students it’s important 

that they deliver their lines smoothly 
and accurately so the audience can 
follow the plot more easily. Ask 
students to listen as you read 
Storyteller 1’s line at the top of page 2. 
The first time, read the lines in a 
choppy voice, stopping where there is 
no punctuation. Then read the lines 
again, smoothly and with expression. 
Ask students to tell you which reading 
sounded better and which one was 
easier to understand. Explain that 
reading smoothly takes practice.

•	Guide: Choose other lines from the 
story, and ask students to echo-read as 
you read the lines smoothly. Discuss 
how readers know when to pause 
and how to read chunks of dialogue 
without pausing.

•	apply: Ask students to work with a 
partner to read lines of their choice. 
Ask the partners to rate each other 
from 1 to 5, with 1 being very choppy 
and slow and 5 being smooth and 
quick with no extra stops. 

choral-read for Fluency 
Involve students in a choral-reading 
of the script to reinforce the fluency 
skill of reading smoothly with minimal 
breaks. Remind them to use dramatic 
expression to bring each character’s 
mood or personality to life.

repeated reading:  
rehearse the Script
•	Discuss	the	expectations	you	have	for	

student behavior during the rehearsal. 
Use the suggestions provided here and 
in the Reader’s Theater Overview.

•	Use	small-group	time	for	students	to	
rehearse their script. Monitor students 
as they rehearse, and tell them you will 
be listening to how they develop the 
characters through their reading.

•	Offer	suggestions	for	expression,	voice,	
and characterization as you monitor 
students’ work. See the chart on page 5 
for tips on voice and expression. Use 
specific comments, rather than general 
ones, directed at the character, not the 
student. For example: Jin and Jun-li, 
even though you are whispering, you still 
need the audience to hear you.

•	Use	this	time	to	observe	particular	
students and assess for behavior. Remind 
students of the assessment rubric and let 
them know you will be assessing them as 
you monitor the rehearsal.

See page 8 for English-Language Learner 
and Striving Reader Support.

Day Three

When working in a group, students should:
• follow along as the script is being read;
• remain quiet while others are reading 

their parts;
• wait and watch for their turn to read;
• ask for help when needed;
• read clearly, using expression and fluency.

expectations for rehearsing
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perform the Script
Invite students to present the script to 
an audience. The audience might be 
members of their class, students from 
other classes, school staff members, 
and/or parents. 

assess Students’ Fluency
•	Use	the	assessment	rubric	to	

complete your assessment of 
students’ fluency.

•	Have	students	fill	out	a	Self-
Assessment Response Form. 

•	Take	time	to	briefly	conference	with	
each student to provide feedback on 
his or her reading and behavior.

repeated reading:  
rehearse the Script
•	Use	small-group	time	for	student	

rehearsal. Do not interrupt this second 
rehearsal, but simply observe students 
as they read. 

•	Use	the	assessment	rubric	to	monitor	
students’ behavior and reading fluency. 

Staging and performance 
Suggestions
Decide on a stage area, how students 
will be positioned, and whether props 
or movements will be added. See staging 
tips in the Reader’s Theater Overview. 
Here are some other ideas:

ScriptS

•	Each	student	has	a	copy	of	the	script;	
holds script in one hand

•	Students	look	up	from	scripts	to	make	
eye contact with audience

prOpS/cOStumeS

•	Simple	costumes	and	props	will	help	
clarify the intricate plot

•	Students	wear	headbands	with	
character names on them

•	Wu	and	Storytellers	stand	in	front	of	
white sheet indicating spirit world

•	Other	characters	stand	in	front	of	
painted backdrop showing trees, 
house, castle, etc.

7

Day Four Day Five
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Support for nglish anguage earners and Striving ReadersSupport for nglish anguage earners and Striving Readers

build background and make 
connections (day One)
•	Show	ELL	students	a	storybook	

version of “Cinderella.” Take a picture 
walk through the book, pointing out 
the characters of Cinderella, the evil 
stepmother and stepsisters, the fairy 
godmother, and the prince at the ball.

•	Check	out	a	collection	of	Cinderella	
stories from your school or local 
library. Display them in a prominent 
and accessible place in the classroom. 
Consider reading one version aloud 
each day for several days before 
beginning the reader’s theater script.

•	Ask	ELL	students	if	they	know	
a similar story from their native 
cultures. If they do, invite them to tell 
it to the group. Make sure they share 
the common characteristics, such as 
the villains, the prince or king, the 
lost shoe, etc.

develop Vocabulary and 
language (day One)
•	Keeping	all	the	character	names	

straight might be challenging for ELL 
and striving readers. Discuss each 
character and what they might look 
like. Ask a group of students to draw 
a picture of each character on separate 
index cards. Ask each student to write 
the characters’ names on index cards, 
one character name per card. As you 
hold up one of the drawings, students 
hold up the index card that has the 
character’s name on it.

•	Give	each	student	several	small	self-
stick notes. As students preview the 
script, ask them to put a self-stick note 
on any word they find in the script that 
is unfamiliar or challenging. Model this 
for students by scanning through the 
script and sticking notes on such words 
as lovely, manners, and ridiculous, as well 
as the glossary words bickering, devious, 
and peasant. 

•	After	students	have	placed	their	self-
stick notes, share the words to see 
if there are common words among 
students. Read aloud each difficult 
word in the context of the sentence. 
Define the word and suggest students 
write a keyword or draw a small picture 
on the self-stick note that will help 
them remember the word and what  
it means.

•	Ask	the	following	questions	to	reinforce	
the meanings of glossary words: Is 
lying an example of devious behavior? Is 
singing an example of devious behavior? 
Is arguing an example of bickering? Is 
smiling an example of bickering? Is a 
poor farmer an example of a peasant? Is a 
queen an example of a peasant?

•	Take	time	to	ensure	that	students	
understand the difference between a 
mother and a stepmother, and a sister 
and a stepsister. Draw diagrams to 
show the relationships.

•	Select	phrases	that	may	cause	difficulty.	
Read Wu’s lines on page 7 and call 
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Support for nglish anguage earners and Striving Readers
attention to the phrase “I know by 
your deeds.” Explain that deeds are 
things that people do. Deeds are acts or 
actions. Wu can tell from the way that 
Yeh-shen treats others that she is a good 
person. Read the sentence “She made 
her way to the dance” on page 11, and 
explain this means the same as “She 
went to the dance.”

build comprehension  
(day two)
Engage students in discussion about 
the script, starting with simple literal 
questions and progressing to more 
difficult ones. As students discuss the 
questions, ask them to point to places in 
the script that best answer the questions. 
Suggested questions:

•	What happened to Yeh-shen’s real mother? 
(recall details)

•	What did Yeh-shen’s father do then? 
(identify sequence or steps in a process)

•	What is Yeh-shen like? (analyze character)

•	What is Yeh-shen’s stepsister like? (analyze 
character)

•	How do the magic fish bones help Yeh-
shen? (identify cause and effect)

•	Why did Yeh-shen run from the dance? 
(identify cause and effect)

•	How did the king find Yeh-shen? (recall 
details)

•	What lesson did the stepmother and 
stepsister learn? (draw conclusions)

read and perform  
(days two–three)
•	Provide	extra	practice	reading	the	

script as a group before students read 
their individual parts to ensure they 
are familiar and comfortable with the 
language and vocabulary.

•	You	may	want	to	assign	two	students	
to a role so they can read the part 
together. This will help support their 
reading.

•	Be	sure	to	use	the	reading	levels	
provided on the cover of this teacher’s 
guide to help you assign the roles.
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Literacy Extensions

Word Study
analyZe Selected VOcabulary

•	Review	with	students	the	three	
glossary words, bickering, devious, and 
peasant. Have them tell in their own 
words what each word means. 

•	Write	the	word	bickering in the center 
of the chalkboard, and draw a circle 
around it. Draw four lines branching 
out of the circle, and draw a box 
at the end of each line. Explain to 
students that this is called a word map 
and that making a word map will help 
them better understand a new word. 

 Label the four boxes as follows: “What 
It Is” (synonym), “What It Is Not” 
(antonym), “What It Looks Like” 
(picture), and “Use the Word” (write a 
new sentence using the word). Model 
the process by filling in the boxes for 
bickering. Then ask students to assist 
you with devious. 

	 Give	students	a	sheet	of	blank	paper,	
and instruct them to make a word 
map for the word peasant. 

WOrd charadeS

•	Compile	a	list	of	unfamiliar	and	
interesting words from the script. 
Make sure to include the three glossary 
words, bickering, devious, and peasant. 
Make a deck of cards, one word per 
card. Invite students to take turns 
choosing a card and acting out the 
word so others can guess it. Decide 
ahead of time if talking is allowed, or 
if the group will pantomime only.

•	Use	this	opportunity	to	coach	
students on facial expressions, 
gestures, body language, etc. Discuss 
how these can add to the enjoyment 
and understanding by the audience 
during a performance.

reader response
Ask students to reflect on their reader’s 
theater experience by writing or drawing 
in their journals. Students could:

•	write	questions	to	interview	Yeh-
shen after she and the king are 
married—for example: What do you 
do all day now that you don’t have to 
gather firewood and take care of your 
stepmother and stepsister?

•	 swap	interview	questions	and	write	
Yeh-shen’s responses;

•	write	their	own	version	of	a	Cinderella	
story;

•	 reflect	on	how	smoothly	they	read	
during the performance and how they 
could read more smoothly next time.
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read across texts
•	Visit	the	school	library	and	invite	

students to locate the fairy tale section. 
Ask them to find as many versions 
of the Cinderella story that they 
can. Enlist the librarian to help find 
Cinderella stories in the collection.

•	Read	aloud	several	Cinderella	stories	
from around the world. Discuss with 
students the common features of  
these stories.

•	Discuss	versions	of	Cinderella	that	are	
meant to be humorous and versions 
of fractured fairy tales such as Cinder 
Edna, Dinorella, Prince Cinders, and 
for older children, Cinderella Skeleton. 
Decide with students what makes 
these humorous.

•	Create	a	chart	to	compare	Yeh-shen 
and other Cinderella versions the class 
has shared. 

Features Script: yeh-shen Other: ________ Other: ________

setting • island in the Chinese 
kingdom of To-han

• long time ago

good characters • Yeh-shen
• Wu
• Ting-ting
• King Chen-ho

evil characters • Jin (stepmother)
• Jun-li (stepsister)

royalty yes—king

magic magic fish bones

problem/solution Yeh-shen wants to go to 
dance; magic fish bones 
help her; king uses her 
shoe to find her.



caring
•	Explain	to	students	that	caring	people	

are kind and compassionate. Caring 
people are not afraid to show that they 
care. They help people who are in need. 
Point out that Yeh-shen portrayed 
all of these qualities. She was kind 
to her stepmother even though her 
stepmother treated her cruelly. Yeh-
shen let the magic fish know that she 
cared for him and took him home to 
help him.

•	Ask	students	to	remember	other	
examples of Yeh-shen’s caring and 
kindness. Then ask them to turn to 
a partner and share a time when they 
were caring, either toward a family 
member, a pet, a classmate, or the 
environment.

Fairness
•	Explain	that	when	we	are	fair	we	play	

by the rules. We take turns and share. 
People who are fair try to be open-
minded and listen to others. Fair 
people don’t take advantage of others 
and don’t blame others carelessly.

•	Ask:	How are Yeh-shen’s stepmother and 
stepsister not good examples of fairness? 
(They take advantage of Yeh-shen, 
make her work hard when they do not, 
etc.) Who does demonstrate fairness in 
the script? (the magic fish, the king, 
Yeh-shen)

B e n c h m a r k   e d u c a t i o n   c o m p a n y

Character Education Connection

demonstrate caring/Fairness
•	Remind	students	that,	even	though	Yeh-

shen was treated badly, she still remained 
a caring person and wanted to help her 
new friend, Ting-ting the fish. 

•	Provide	the	following	scenarios,	either	
aloud or on the overhead projector, and 
allow pairs of students to prepare skits for 
the scenes:

 Scene: a mother in a public place is 
having difficulty trying to manage several 
young children by herself;

 Scene: a group of children is trying to 
play a game where there is no umpire or 
referee to resolve an argument;

 Scene: an elderly person is having a 
difficult time getting up the stairs or 
opening a door with several grocery bags.

•	Allow	time	for	the	student	pairs	to	work	
out their skit before asking them to share 
it with the group. After each scene has 
been shared, ask students what all the 
people in the scenes have in common 
(they all could have used help from 
another person). Discuss each skit and 
other ways the scene could have been 
handled—for example, who could have 
helped, and how.


